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Hungarian coaches in Cold War Cuba
Mónika Szente-Varga

Department of International Security Studies, Faculty of Military Science and Officer Training,
Ludovika University of Public Service, Budapest, Hungary

ABSTRACT
This essay will examine Cold War sport links between two relatively small-sized,
satellite countries: Hungary and Cuba, via the activities of Hungarian coaches on
the island. These started in the 1960s after the establishment of diplomatic
relations and show a concentration in the first half of and the middle of the
1970s. The investigation aims to find out the main reasons and objectives for
the presence of Hungarian sport professionals on the island as well as to
evaluate the impact of their work. The study begins with providing a brief
overview of the evolution of the foreign relations of the Socialist bloc in the
1950s and 1960s and within this context, of Hungarian-Cuban bilateral links,
finally narrowing down the analysis on sport relations. In this context, two
case studies are presented: one on football and the other on water polo,
traditional fields of success for Hungarians, but little known / not popular on
the island. The investigation – based on documents of the Hungarian
National Archive and contemporary press articles – aims to contribute to a
deeper understanding of international (sport) relations in the 1960s and
1970s, adding both to Sport History and New Cold War Studies.

KEYWORDS Cold War; sport; water polo; football; coach

Introduction

- In 1966, the Cuban national [water polo] team visited us [in Hungary]. They
had a rather weak team. I led a couple of training sessions for them. The fol-
lowing year I spent three months working in Cuba and we won the Central
American Games. Of course, they wanted to contract me permanently.

- And? Did it go smooth?

- Ah, come on… [The authorities] would not let me out of Hungary for all the
treasure in the world. Finally, Fidel Castro himself wrote a letter to Kádár.
Well, that worked. I coached the Cuban team until 1978. We came third in
the 1975 World Cup in Cali and sixth in the Munich Olympics. Yet I do
not consider those our greatest success, but the fact that we beat the Hungar-
ians in 1970.1
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These lines form part of an interview made with coach Károly Laky, dubbed
by the Hungarian press as ‘the national hero of Cuba’.2 He was one of the
almost seventy Hungarian coaches who worked on the island between
1961 and 1975,3 including specialists in water polo, football, fencing,
kayak-canoe and other areas. Many reached spectacular results with their
disciples and teams, yet Laky, ‘Fidel Castro’s favourite Hungarian’,4 might
have been the most successful of all.

This essay will examine Hungarian participation in Cuban sport in the
1960s and 1970s, based on documents of the Hungarian National Archive
(Magyar Nemzeti Levéltár Országos Levéltára, MNL OL) and contemporary
press articles, complemented by academic writings. Although in case of the
latter, publications from both sides of the Atlantic have been used, archival
materials are from Hungary only, due to the author’s lack of access to Cuban
sources. Therefore, this paper has necessarily been written from a Hungarian
point of view. Bilateral sport cooperation covered a wide range of fields such
as joint trainings for athletes, participation in championships and other
races, visits of delegations, as well as the sending of sport experts. The
scope of this writing is the latter group, in particular, Hungarian coaches
who worked in Cuba.

The investigation aims to find out the main reasons and objectives for the
presence of Hungarian sport professionals on the island as well as to evaluate
the impact of their work. This way it studies both Hungarian and Cuban
sport, the links between them, and the impact these connections could
have on sport itself and on fields outside sport, such as international
relations. By focusing on the non-Western world, the essay explores one
of the emerging areas in sport history following the discipline’s so-called dip-
lomatic turn.5 It begins with providing a brief overview of the evolution of
the foreign relations of the Socialist bloc in the 1950s and 1960s and
within this context, of Hungarian-Cuban bilateral links, finally narrowing
down the analysis on sport relations. In this context, two case studies are pre-
sented: one on football and the other on water polo, traditional fields of
success for Hungarians, but little known / not popular on the island. Con-
clusions will allow for observing particularities and overall trends both on
a micro and macro level, and thus contribute to a deeper understanding of
international (sport) relations in the Cold War, adding both to sport
history and new Cold War studies.

Context

After the Second World War, due to domestic challenges (failing war
economy) and a changing international situation with the speeding up of
decolonisation and the formation of new countries, the Soviet Union and
the Socialist bloc began to intensify and diversify its international relations,
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giving rise to the phenomenon of Socialist globalisation.6 Hungary was a
latecomer to this process, as the violent suppression of the 1956 Revolution
resulted in the international isolation of the country, lasting until the begin-
ning of the 1960s. The start of Hungarian opening in fact more or less
coincided in time with the Socialist turn in Cuba, which drew the attention
of the Socialist world to the island, and via the island to Latin America in
general.

Diplomatic relations between Hungary and Latin American countries had
broken with the Second World War and were slow to normalise. Ties were
re-mended only with Ecuador (1946), Argentina (1949), Bolivia (1952) and
Uruguay (1956) in the fifteen years following the end of the war. Latin Amer-
ican countries tended to show little interest in intensifying links with
Hungary, for belonging to the Socialist camp, as well as being a small-
sized country, offering little trade perspectives.7 The region was not in the
focus of Hungarian foreign policy either, as Socialist internationalism paid
more attention to Asia and Africa in the 1950s.8 Change was brought
about with the Cuban Revolution, resulting in the Hungarian government’s
readiness to normalise links with Cuba. Yet, this took longer than expected.

Although the new Cuban leadership made a general diplomatic opening
towards Socialist countries, they postponed it (!) – for a while – in case of
Hungary, to show their dissatisfaction with the way how János Kádár was
brought to power, that is, via a foreign military intervention, putting an
end to the Hungarian Revolution.9 The 1956 events left their mark on
Latin America, and their echo was even stronger in Cuba because the
island was a non-permanent member of the Security Council in 1956–57,
during and immediately after the events in Hungary. The official papers
on the establishment of bilateral diplomatic relations were signed in Buda-
pest by the visiting Che Guevara and the Hungarian Minister of Foreign
Relations, Endre Sík as late as 18 December 1960.10

Though relations might not have started out in a perfect way, the Kádár
government partly bridged the initial distance by sending János Beck as its
first ambassador. Besides speaking Spanish, Beck’s past as an ex-combatant
of the Spanish Civil War led to a special sympathy on behalf of the Cuban
leadership.11 In the years to come, Cuban-Hungarian relations got inten-
sified in all fields including political, economic, cultural and other contacts,
nonetheless they never grew as strong as Cuban-Soviet, Cuban-Czechoslova-
kian and Cuban-East German links. For example, the Socialist technical
support for Cuba, estimated to reach 442.3 million roubles for the period
1962–1966, was planned to be divided in the following way: Soviet Union
(57.1%), Czechoslovakia (21.8%), East Germany (9.5%), Poland (7.1%),
Hungary (3.2%), Bulgaria (1%) and Romania (0.3%).12 The Soviet Union
had to be number one, living up to its image of superpower, whereas Czecho-
slovakia and East Germany both had the economic capacity and the political
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will to help. Hungary had a more modest economic potential, and the gov-
ernment was also trying to keep foreign relation costs low, in order to main-
tain relatively high standards of living at home, being the main legitimising
factor for the Kádár system.

Cuba was a priority relationship for Hungary in the Cold War, based on
political-ideological reasons. This link, however, meant costs instead of
income, unlike other Latin American contacts of Hungary. The Kádár gov-
ernment, dependent both on the Soviet superpower and onWestern technol-
ogy and loans, used connections to the Global South to make up – at least
partially – for the missing Western contacts and to obtain the necessary
hard currency – all this with Soviet consent.13 Hungarian foreign policy in
the latter cases was mostly foreign trade driven.14 Socialist Cuba was
different. Hungarian government was expected to act based on solidarity
and help the development of the island. Here not only the dependency on
the Soviet Union should be taken into account, but also the competition
that existed among European Socialist countries. From time to time, Hun-
garian foreign ministry asked for reports on relations between Cuba and
countries of the Socialist bloc, in order to see what others were doing and
how Hungary should position itself. Supporting the development of Cuba
was not a question. How and by how much, were.

The development of sport relations came in handy for the Hungarian gov-
ernment, as a low-cost tool. There was awareness of both the political nature
of Cuban sport achievements as well as of Fidel Castro’s personal fascination
for sport.15 Spectacular sport results could contribute to the domestic legiti-
macy of the Cuban government, prolonging the existence of a Socialist
system right next to the United States. Favourable outcomes could also
increase Cuba’s international visibility and prestige,16 hence promote Social-
ism. The work of Hungarian coaches on the island could also be exploited for
domestic purposes in Hungary because in case of success, these could be
‘shared’ - e.g. a Cuban team coached by a Hungarian - reaffirming Kádár’s
support at home and increasing Hungary’s visibility internationally. More-
over, this kind of export of coaches also fitted well with the Hungarian
self-image as a sport nation – between 1928 and 1990 Hungary constantly
figured among the first ten nations in the medal table of the Summer
Olympic Games – fuelling national sentiments.

All in all, sport is a potential starting out point for niche diplomacy,17

especially for minor players – like Hungary and Cuba – which need to
find alternative and cost-effective ways to be first of all more visible in the
international system as well as to gain prestige.18 How a country is viewed
by other states has a significant impact on its foreign, economic, cultural
and other relations.19 Sport has universal appeal: it can attract people regard-
less of socio-economic status, political differences, national frontiers and
geographical distance, thus it has the potential to influence even things
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that fall outside its realm. The conscious ‘use of sport to realize goals’ that
‘impact on things outside itself [that is, sport]’ is sport diplomacy.20 Hungar-
ian leadership felt confident in the field of sport relations and was ready to
help Cuban efforts. There were some limitations, though: money and
degree of success. This resulted in a certain paradox. Hungarian coaches
abroad should achieve success but not create undesirable competition for
Hungarian sport at the same time.

Importance of sport in Cuba

In general, sport can be an agglutinating force, a basis for national identity
and unity,21 a source supporting the political regime’s legitimacy, consolida-
tion and control,22 as well as a basis for claiming its superiority over other
systems.23 Sport policies tended to have twofold objectives in Socialist
countries. On one hand, they massified physical education and sport in
order to have healthy citizens who make more productive workers, and to
achieve the general fitness deemed necessary for military readiness in the
oft-hostile Cold War environment.24 On the other hand, they also raised
highly successful sportsmen and sportswomen whose achievements could
be exploited for propaganda purposes. The previous area was organised on
the basis of quantitative criteria (the more, the better), the latter on qualitat-
ive ones.25

In Cold War Cuba sport was connected to multiple domestic and external
functions. The previous included social, health, military and educational
fields. Great efforts were made to include an increasing proportion of the
population, with the help of new mass sport facilities, teachers and volun-
teers. There was an emphasis on children, the future generation. The
National Institute for Sports, Physical Education and Recreation in Cuba
(Instituto Nacional de Deportes, Educación Física y Recreación de Cuba,
INDER) together with the Ministry of Education (Ministerio de Educación,
MINED) launched programmes to promote sport such as ‘Plan of the
Streets’ that targeted youngsters aged 6–12.26 Sport and revolution were
inextricably linked: sportsmen and sportswomen were meant to make
good revolutionaries for their strength of character and physical capacity,
whereas revolutionaries went in for sport to improve themselves.27

Internationally sport was crucial for Cuba for various reasons. Being an
island of approximately 100 000 km2, only about a hundred miles from
the United States, it had been under economic blockade, and for most part
of the Cold War was the only Socialist country in the region of Latin
America and the Caribbean. Sport cooperation and links with Socialist
countries could strengthen and improve Cuba’s relations with the Eastern
bloc, and thus contribute to its security. Sport could also help to form con-
tacts with countries with whom Cuba did not or could not have official
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relations, therefore was also a tool to diversify the links of island with the rest
of the world.

Furthermore, sport successes meant visibility and prestige on the global
scene and could ‘prove’ the resilience and vitality of the Castro regime. Com-
petition did not only exist on the level of athletes, but there was also a com-
petition of the respective states. A victory was not only the victory of an
individual or a team. It could be and was often considered as the victory
of a country, or even of a certain political regime. It was portrayed as ‘the
product of, and a tribute to’ the Socialist system.28 Sport was highly
charged politically, ideologically and of course, emotionally. ‘Sport has
long served as an important source of collective identification and is
perhaps one of the most powerful and visible symbols of national identity
and nationalism. Moreover, it has long been used to demonstrate the ideo-
logical superiority of a particular system or state’.29 Cuban sport successes
achieved were seen as a reaffirmation of the new Socialist system on the
island, as well as its superiority over Capitalism.30 Sport provided an oppor-
tunity to fight the antagonistic system in a ‘direct head-to-head competition’,
without risking a real conflict.31 It could provide the ecstasy of victory (and
also the agony of defeat) in the safe environment of sport fields and stadiums,
without upsetting the international balance, thus turning into ‘a proxy for
hotter forms of conflict’.32

‘Sport [also] became an example of the progress of the revolution’,33 of
modernisation and development, and of ideological superiority. Fidel
Castro went as far as to state in 1966: ‘Our homeland will harvest huge suc-
cesses in the field of sport… [they are] the triumph of an idea, the triumph of
a system, the triumph of a concept’.34 Sport successes were linked to the
Revolution and used to popularise it internally and internationally.35 Thus
sports also had a strong political function on the island. In Cuba – similarly
to other Socialist countries – the political leadership considered sport as a
tool for consolidating itself in power, therefore spent significant amounts
on it. However, this also meant that it took over decisions related to the
field of sport.36

Coaches from socialist countries in Cuban sport

‘The basic structure of sport… [followed] the fundamental model for other
communist-governed states’.37 Sport contacts between Cuba and Hungary,
and in general, Cuba and Socialist countries did not only mean the
sending of coaches to the island in order to train athletes, but their tasks
also included contributing to the construction and development of the
sport and physical education system. It could be characterised as state-
managed and state-financed. It was hierarchical, based on institutions
specialised in physical education and sport science.38 While trying to reach
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out for the population and include as many Cubans as possible in physical
education and mass sport, the system was also designed to select and raise
the most talented, who would compete in the national and international
arena. Therefore, it included a strong basis of clubs and a pyramidal structure
of sport schools, beginning with the Escuela de Iniciación Deportiva Escolar
(EIDE), at the age of 8–12.39 The whole system obviously had a lot of
common traits with that of the Socialist countries, which served as an
example.40

Help and assistance of Socialist experts were welcome. According to Pick-
ering, 549 sport specialists worked in Cuba in the period between 1961 and
1975. Had they been evenly distributed, it would have meant 36–37 experts a
year. However, a growing trend can be detected from low numbers in the
early 1960s – when relations were tensed between Cuba and the Socialist
camp due to the Caribbean missile crisis – to higher ones until the beginning
of the 1970s, with peak years in 1970 (120 specialists) and 1972 (130 special-
ists) – when Cuba became a Comecon member – then some decrease. The
biggest source of sport experts was the Soviet Union (43%), followed by Bul-
garia (17%), Hungary (12%), Czechoslovakia (7.8%), East Germany (7.5%),
Poland (6.7%), North Korea (3%) and others (3%).41 The prominent place
of the Soviets is not surprising taking into account human and economic
resources of the Soviet Union and the expectations that were attached to
the behaviour of the leader of the Socialist camp. The second place of Bul-
garia seems to be more of a surprise but might be explained by the close
adjustment of Bulgaria to Soviet goals, being the ‘best disciple’; and specta-
cular growth in Bulgarian achievements at the Summer Olympic Games.
Bulgaria obtained its first medal (a bronze) at the Helsinki Olympic
Games in 1952, and hence ranked 40th among the participating nations. It
constantly improved its ranking over the years, it already ranked 7th in Mon-
treal in 1976 and achieved its best place ever in 1980, at the Moscow Games,
being 3rd. For Olympic successes, Bulgaria – with territory and population
size similar to that of Cuba – could be an example for the island. Addition-
ally, sports in which Bulgaria excelled were also well-known individual sports
in Cuba, such as boxing, wrestling and weightlifting. The 3rd place on the list
belongs to Hungary, being the only country besides the Soviet Union and
Bulgaria that achieved shares over 10%, overtaking both Czechoslovakia
and East Germany. Thus, this list puts Hungary in a prominent third
place, whereas in case of economic support to Cuba, Hungary figured
towards the end.

It would be fascinating to know the areas of specialisation of the above-
mentioned experts. It seems that the Cuban leadership associated and
assigned certain sports to certain Socialist countries. That means that
foreign coaches and specialists had a tendency to be concentrated in particu-
lar areas, over which they could exert quite a lot of influence, irrespective of
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the overall number of specialists sent by their motherland. Fencing, kayak,
water polo and football were ‘Hungarian areas’.

It is not yet possible to draw a comprehensive list of Hungarian coaches
and sport experts who worked on the island in the Cold War (68 according
to Pickering).42 Nonetheless, 16 names can already be confirmed. In order to
give statistics a human face and examine the career paths of these trainers on
the island, as well as before and after Cuba, brief bios are provided, when
available. The following inventory includes those Hungarian coaches of
whom there is available data at the present that they worked some time in
Cuba. The list could probably be expanded in the future. Water polo:
Károly Laky,43 and Károly Szittya.44 Football45: Sándor Csende,46 Zoltán
Friedmanszky,47 Tamás Gyenes,48 Tibor Ivanics,49 Károly Kósa (Kocza),50

László Mohácsi (Mohaczy),51 and János Szőke.52 Fencing53: Kornél
Horváth,54 Endre Palócz,55 György Palócz,56 Róbert Schatz,57 and János
Veczán.58 Kayak – canoe: Gyula Füzesséry,59 and Ferenc Szabó.60 Fencing,
kayak, water polo and football were sports in which Hungary (had) excelled,
moreover, they were Olympic sports; yet rather unknown / not so popular in
Cuba among the general public. In the following section, two team sports will
be highlighted upon within Cuban-Hungarian sport relations in order to
have an in-depth view: football and water polo.

Football

The sport with which the world associated Hungary in the 1950s and 1960s,
was football: the Hungarian national team won the summer Olympic Games
in Helsinki (1952), Tokyo (1960) and Mexico (1964), defeated the English
team in Wembley in 1953 (6:3) and in Budapest a year later (7:1), and
came second in 1954 World Championships. The success of individual
players (Puskás, Kubala, Kocsis, etc.), Hungarian clubs – such as Honvéd
– and the selection, all contributed to the incorporation and reinforcement
of football in the image of Hungary. In Latin America all the above men-
tioned were coupled with an additional factor: the success of Hungarian foot-
ball trainers living and working in South America and in Mexico, basically
from the professionalisation of the game, since the 1920s and 1930s.61

Yet the popularity of football in Cuba could never even get close to that in
Europe or South America. Baseball stayed as the most esteemed sport of the
islanders. Nonetheless – curiously enough – football did have pre-revolu-
tionary antecedents, some even associated with Hungarians. The introduc-
tion of US entry quotas in the first half of the 1920s, restricting the arrival
of immigrants, especially those coming from the Eastern part of Europe,
brought about a change in migratory routes. Cuba and Mexico were con-
verted into potential springboards for East Europeans who still wanted to
reach their land of dreams, hoping to cross to the US from places that
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were relatively close. Many, however, did not actually get to the United
States, and stayed in Mexico or Cuba, where communities of Eastern Eur-
opeans were formed in the 1920s.62 Hungarians settled in Cuba also included
sportsmen, playing for and coaching Club Fortuna. Károly Katzer, a Hungar-
ian immigrant even led the Cuban national team in 1934–35.

After the lacuna of the 1960s and 1970s, the sixties and the seventies
proved to be the most intensive period of Cuban-Hungarian cooperation
in the area of football. In the sixties, Hungary was still considered as a foot-
ball power, but financial support by the government was gradually reduced,
leading to a slow decline, manifest from the 1970s. By that time the principal
legitimising factor of the Kádár government was the standard of living in
Hungary,63 and it did not need spectacular football results for legitimacy
like the Rákosi dictatorship (1948–1953). Kádár was aware that sport
results are unpredictable and in case of lack of success, may backfire on
the regime. Therefore, football remained important but lost its outstanding
prominence.64 This also provided a window of opportunity for Hungarian
football experts to try themselves out abroad. Károly Kósa and László
Mohácsi worked in Cuba in the 1960s, and were followed by a group of
young trainers, some ex-players, some youth specialists, usually in their
late thirties. Sándor Csende, Zoltán Friedmanszky, Tamás Gyenes, Tibor
Ivanics and János Szőke all worked on the island more or less at the same
time. The provincial coach/supervisor of four Cuban provinces out of the
six,65 was Hungarian: Camagüey: Szőke; Las Villas: Csende; Matanzas: Fried-
manszky and Oriente: Ivanics. They were responsible for three main areas:
raising young football players by organising sport schools and preparing
their curricula; educating football coaches via preparing the respective
courses, course materials, exams, etc., and organising the provincial
competitions.66

The Hungarians did not only devote a lot of attention to the training of their
players, but they also created an excellent school of coaches. In contrast to
other Europeans, they attributed a lot of importance to tactics, educated
with great discipline, and put emphasis on the general physical constitution
of the players, based on gymnastics, athletics and complementary sports.67

The national team was headed by Károly Kósa (Kocza) in 1966, László
Mohácsi (Mohaczy) in 1967 and Tibor Ivanics in the period 1979–1981. It
was under the leadership of Ivanics that the Cuban team obtained 5th
place in the Moscow Olympic Games.68

Hungarian football coaches had a mixed experience in Cuba. Tibor
Ivanics was pleased. ‘I started experimenting and nobody intervened.
Testing of the young players, introduction of new methods, courses for
sport schools…At the same time, I worked at the Cuban National Associ-
ation of Football and the national committee of trainers. […] My most
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memorable experience was work. Seeing the evolution’.69 Others were less
optimistic. Zoltán Friedmanszky said: ‘I spent four and a half years in
Cuba. I cannot pride myself on very spectacular results’.70

He explained in another interview: ‘Cubans were not fans of football, but of
baseball…Once a year I prepared the provincial team [of Matanzas] for the
championship. The championship consisted of bringing all the teams from
the provinces together in one city and then playing the whole tournament
in two weeks. They called it a championship, but it was just a tournament.
[…] There were no important international matches I know of. […] The pro-
vincial team did not tie up my time so much therefore I taught football for kids
in a Varadero school. It was like a football college’.71

Interestingly, when asked about whether he was satisfied with his job on the
island, he said yes, enlisting the beauty of Varadero, the good salary, the tran-
quillity and the Hungarian community.72

After working on the island, Hungarian trainers returned to their home
country. Their reintegration was, however, most of the time unsuccessful.
Some retired, whereas those who continued working in the field of sport,
did so in positions with less responsibility and visibility (coach of second div-
ision teams, physical education teacher, etc.) or went abroad again. Their
Cuban experience was not taken advantage of in Hungary. What is more,
the foreign stay of the specialists made them different from the rest, which
could arouse unease and suspicion on behalf of the authorities.

Water polo

Water polo has been one of the success sports in Hungary: the Hungarian
national team has participated in 23 Olympic Games so far and always
figured among the first six teams. It is nine times Olympic champion, includ-
ing victories during the Cold War at Helsinki (1952), Melbourne (1956),
Tokyo (1964) and Montreal (1976). Between 1928 and 1980, Hungary
always won a medal. In Cuba, on the contrary, water polo had little antece-
dents. The national team had not participated in any Olympic Games before
the 1959 Revolution. The first time it competed was in 1968, followed by the
1972, 1976 and 1980 Summer Olympics, then after years of silence in 1992, in
Barcelona. Altogether, the Cuban water polo team had five Olympic appear-
ances, four of which can be associated up to a great extent with one Hungar-
ian specialist, called Károly Laky.

Laky (b. 1912–d. 2000) was a former water polo player – active for almost
two decades –, member of the Hungarian sport clubs BBTE, BSE and Vasas.
He started to coach during his active years as an athlete and became one of
the outstanding trainers of the club BVSC. He coached the Hungarian
national team between 1954 and 1956, and also between 1960 and 1965,
leading it to victory at the 1964 Tokyo Olympic Games. Despite the
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Olympic gold, Laky was not allowed to keep his position.73 According to him
the reason had to do with the Hungarian Office of Physical Education and
Sports (Magyar Testnevelési és Sporthivatal, MTS). ‘I was considered an
undesirable element by the then all-powerful head of the MTS. […] He
even gave instructions that my name should not figure in Hungarian
press. He also wanted to prevent me from signing a contract for working
abroad’.74 In March 1966 – by that time he no longer coached the Hungarian
national team – Laky was invited for a short visit to Cuba. What happened in
1966 on the island was summarised this way by a residing Hungarian
diplomat:

I would like to anticipate that in the ‘Laky case’ the Hungarian part is culpable.
During the spring, we let the trainer travel from Hungary to the island, upon
Cuban request. They were so impressed with his work that, if I can use the
expression, they got an appetite. It is all our fault (sic). With the help of
Károly Laky the national waterpolo team of Cuba won the Central American
Games.75

Cubans were offering a contract for Laky already in April. Yet the Hungarian
Office of Physical Education and Sports did not agree with sending him.
They offered another coach, Mihály Czakó instead, the trainer of Budapesti
Spartacus, under whose hands the team of Szolnoki Dózsa had become
champion the year before. ‘We judge Czakó to be better [than Laky] both
from a professional and political aspect’.76 –MTS insisted. Cubans protested
and pressed for Laky via the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

The Hungarian Office of Physical Education and Sports and the Ministry
of Foreign Affairs had different priorities. The MTS focused on Hungarian
sport. Sport relations and sport diplomacy were only secondary. The Minis-
try on the other hand would not have minded the work of particular trainers
abroad in exchange for better international negotiating positions or other
benefits on the global scene. Yet the MTS did not want to create ‘extra’ com-
petition for Hungarian sport and tried to make sure not to let those out of the
country who had the potential for that, like Laky.

After some tense correspondence, the Ministry seemed to have given up
on the Cuban petition. It wrote:

The harmonization of foreign demand and national interest is the task of the
Hungarian Office of Physical Education and Sports. Consequently, the Hun-
garian Ministry of Foreign Affairs will not support in the future unilateral, per-
sonalized requests of any country’s sport committee, in order not to upset the
plans of the MTS made with the aim of developing Hungarian sports.77

Based upon this statement one could expect the sending of Czakó to Cuba
and the local, Hungarian employment of Laky. At this point, however, the
story took a radical turn: Fidel Castro intervened personally. Thus, the
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‘Laky case’ was converted into a top political question. It was not possible to
say no.

The coach was finally conceded to the Cubans and worked on the island
for more than one decade, starting from 1967. During those years, the Cuban
national team reached 2nd place in Cali (1971),78 3rd in Mexico City (1975)
and 2nd in Puerto Rico (1979) in the Pan-American Games; 4th in theWorld
Championship in 1975 (only after the Soviet Union, Hungary and Italy);
qualified and participated in all Summer Olympic Games between 1968
and 1980 and achieved 5th place in Moscow in 1980.79

Conclusions

Comparing Hungarian presence and expertise in the fields of Cuban water
polo and football, it calls the attention that in case of football, various Hun-
garian trainers worked on the island for a couple of years, whereas in case of
water polo, achievements were much more connected to only one person,
Károly Laky, who worked in Cuba for a longer time, approximately a
decade. Whereas the sending of football coaches formed integral part of
Hungarian-Cuban sport cooperation, and therefore can be considered a
general or ordinary case, the Cuban employment of the star water polo
coach overstretched the above-mentioned frames, he left for the island
against the will of the MTS, making it an extraordinary case. Another differ-
ence is that Cuban water polo reached international reputation and results,
whereas football was never that successful. Returning Hungarian football
coaches remained active, though generally not filling important positions
in Hungarian sport, whereas Laky, already in his sixties, retired from coach-
ing. Nonetheless, he kept his Cuban contacts and from time to time, re-
visited the island upon Cuban request, to share his expertise.80

Via sport both Cuba and Hungary could promote their national interests
and at the same time improve their bilateral relations. The limits of this
cooperation for Hungary, or to be more precise, for Hungarian sport auth-
orities, like MTS, was that the work of Hungarian coaches abroad should not
create competition for Hungarian sport. Mainly youth sport specialists and
experts in coach training were sent to Cuba. Their work was visible in
Hungary via press articles, which in fact served as an important source for
this paper. Yet whereas coaches sent by Socialist Hungary to Cuba were
shown to the Hungarian public and their successes contributed to national
pride and re-enforcing the image of Hungary as a sport nation, other Hun-
garian coaches, who had emigrated between the two world wars or in the
early 1940s, settled abroad and worked for example in Latin America,
were not mentioned. Their results – even though many were outstanding
– did not and could not form part of the successes of the sport life of Socialist
Hungary, as they were considered suspicious and dangerous, whose
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unwillingness to return homemade them to be seen as ‘enemies of the Social-
ist system’.

Hungarian water polo continued being a success sport in the analysed
period, whereas victories in football started to dwindle, although it was
not until 1986 that the Hungarian national team suffered its most humiliat-
ing defeat. The 6:0 victory of the Soviet team in Mexico proved to be a fatal
blow, and no Hungarian national team has qualified for a World Cup ever
since.

In order to achieve multiple but fundamentally political goals, Cuban lea-
dership institutionalised sport with the support of the Socialist countries, and
created a hierarchical and efficient system, going from amateur mass sport
towards highly selected athletes.81 A couple of years after the coming to
power of Fidel Castro, in particular since the end of the 1960s and beginning
of the 1970s, sport successes for the island started to multiply. Before 1970
the most medals Cuba obtained in a summer Olympic event was 4, in the
1968 Games in Mexico. This changed dramatically: 8 in Munich (1972), 13
in Montreal (1976), and afterwards always a two-digit number, 20 in
Moscow (1980), 31 in Barcelona (1992),82 25 in Atlanta (1996), 29 in
Sydney (2000), 27 in Athens (2004), 29 in Beijing (2008), 14 in London
(2012), 11 in Rio de Janeiro (2016) and 15 in Tokyo (2020).83 Cuba is the
second most successful country overall – after the USA – in the Pan Amer-
ican Games.84 With respect to the Central American and Caribbean Games,
organised every four years since 1926, Cuba has had more than 1700 gold
medals, ranking 1st among participating countries.85 Sport brought Cuba
worldwide prestige and admiration, ‘its athletes became Cuba’s most
potent diplomatic tools and a valuable form of soft power’.86 The numerous
sport successes of the island served as an ‘image- and nation-building tool’.87

So effective, that after a time Cuba began to export that knowledge, sending
its own sport experts to other countries.
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